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Green, who grew up in Michigan, was a solitary kid who loved books.

One book, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, sent her down a rabbit hole that led to a lifelong passion for picture stories.

As Alice asked, "What is the use of a book without pictures or conversations?"

At age 6, she discovered her parents' New Yorker 25th Anniversary Cartoon Album (1925-1950). She was obsessed.

This was her introduction to understanding history.

And it helped her cultivate a strong independent attitude and a fascination for the city she would soon call home.

"It's broccoli, dear." "I say it's spinach, and I say the hell with it."

When Green was ten, her mom announced:

Thanks to the vision and persistence of librarian Karen Green, who recently became the first curator for comics and cartoons in Columbia's Rare Book & Manuscript Library.
COMICS SEEMED TO FOLLOW HER EVERYWHERE.

BACK WHEN GREEN WAS 11 SHE GOT BRACES, TO HER DELIGHT; HER ORTHODONTIST HAD STacks OF ARCHIE COMICS.

SHE ENDED UP STAYING FOR HOURS AFTER HER APPOINTMENT'S ENDING.

"I LOVED THOSE COMICS. I THOUGHT THAT'S WHAT HIGH SCHOOL WAS GOING TO BE LIKE. I WAS MISTAKEN."

HIGH SCHOOL PROVED TO BE A DIFFICULT AND TROUBLED TIME FOR GREEN.

IT'S THERE SHE DISCOVERED UNDERGROUND COMICS AND THE COMIC MAGAZINE "HEAVY METAL." WHICH BLEW HER MIND WITH ITS SLATE OF EUROPEAN CARTOONISTS. AS WELL AS AMERICAN CHARLES BURNS, WHOSE WORK TOOK HER BREATH AWAY AND SPOKE DIRECTLY TO FEELING'S HIGH SCHOOL EVOBED.

SHE MADE IT TO COLLEGE IN 1978, BUT DROPPED OUT AFTER ONE SEMESTER AND STARTED BARTENDING, WHICH SHE WOULD DO FOR THE NEXT 15 YEARS.

DURING THIS TIME, GREEN CHASED MANY DIFFERENT DREAMS TRYING TO FIND HER WAY.

IN 1989 SHE WENT TO MASSAGE THERAPY SCHOOL.

BARTENDING TAUGHT HER HOW TO WORK WITH AND TALK TO DIFFICULT PEOPLE AND GRIN LIKE A CHEESECAT WHEN SHE WASN'T "FEELING SMILEY."

''
AS GREEN SETTLED IN AT COLUMBIA, SHE WONDERED WHAT WAS HAPPENING IN COMICS.

SHE BOUGHT A COPY OF PAUL HORSCHEMIEIER'S
MOTHER, COME HOME

- ITS DEPICTION OF FAMILY AND LOSS OPENED GREEN'S EYES TO WHAT COMICS COULD BE AND SPARKED AN IDEA.

THE LIBRARY'S HOLDINGS INCLUDED JUST THREE GRAPHIC NOVELS:
MAUS, PERSEPOLIS, AND PALESTINE — "WORKS THAT HAD RECEIVED ENOUGH ATTENTION TO NOT BE CONSIDERED COMICS."

RECOGNIZING THAT THE STUDY OF COMICS OF ALL SORTS WAS ON THE RISE, IN 2005 GREEN MADE THE CASE THAT THE LIBRARY GET AHEAD OF THE CURVE.

IN 2008, GREEN CREATED AN EXHIBITION AT BUTLER, "COMICS IN THE CURRICULUM," DEMONSTRATING WAYS THAT THEMES FROM COMICS COULD BE TAUGHT IN COURSES.

AND FROM THERE, SHE BEGAN BUILDING A COLLECTION.

FACTOR IN ENGLISH, NARRATIVE MEDICINE, AND AMERICAN AND EAST ASIAN STUDIES GOT INTERESTED AND NUMEROUS CLASSES HAVE SINCE BEEN OFFERED ACROSS CAMPUS.

IN 2010, OUT OF THE BLUE, LEGENDARY X-MEN AUTHOR CHRIS CLAREMONTE CONTACTED GREEN TO OFFER UP HIS ARCHIVES.

THE COLLECTION STARTED TO TAKE SHAPE.

THEN, IN 2010, OUT OF THE BLUE, LEGENDARY X-MEN AUTHOR CHRIS CLAREMONTE CONTACTED GREEN TO OFFER UP HIS ARCHIVES.

BAMF

OTHERS FOLLOWED.

THIS BURGEONING CATALOGUE INCLUDES MANUSCRIPTS, SKETCHES, ORIGINAL ART, CORRESPONDENCE, CONTRACTS, AND OTHER MATERIALS.

FROM COMICS ICONS LIKE MAD'S AL JAFFEE; HOWARD CRUDE, THE FATHER OF GAY COMICS; EARLY BATMAN CONTRIBUTOR JERRY ROBINSON; ELFQUEST CREATORS WENDY AND RICHARD Pini; KITCHEN SINK PRESS; AND CARTOONIST MORT GERBER.

AND THAT COLLECTION OF THREE? NOW OVER 14,000 VOLUMES!

WHAT LESSON CAN WE DRAW FROM KAREN'S ADVENTURES?

HERE WE GO WITH AN HOMAGE TO AL JAFFEE'S
MAD FOLD-IN

Help Karen navigate the twists and turns of her seemingly chaotic path by folding this page.

FOLD PAGE OVER LIKE THIS
Nick Sousanis '14TC
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